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Thanksgiving has been celebrated for decades by people in America. It is a time in the year that has been set aside as a uniform time for Americans to give thanks.

One of the original conceptions of giving thanks evolved from the landing of the Pilgrims on Plymouth Rock. This landing signified to the Pilgrims that they had reached a new land and were finally freed from the oppression of the English oppression that they had suffered for so long.

By the same token, Black people in America should also be giving thanks on this day of national togetherness towards that effort.

However, the Black man hardly has anything to give thanks for in regard to the landing of the Pilgrims. This landing marked the beginning of white domination in this country - domination of the Indian and domination of the Black man a little later. Any man who gives thanks for the beginning of an era of his oppression of mind, body, and spirit needs his head examined.

In recent years, though, the Black man has steadily been liberated from this oppression and domination. A few Black minds have awakened and liberated thousands of minds embedded in the heads of Black people. The Black man no longer considers himself inferior to any man (some Black folks never have). The dawn of the age of Aquarius has arrived and passed for the Black man.

These people of African descent have become educated by the masses to the fact that the Black man is somebody - people proud of their forebears, themselves, and their children.

If we look at Thanksgiving as a time for people to join together at a common time to give thanks for freedom from oppression, then we can say with all grandeur that the Black man should be truly thankful - thankful for the strength of the Black mind, body, and spirit: thankful for the strength of the Black mind, body, and spirit to give thanks on this day of National togetherness.

Peace, Power, Liberation, Unity
**SGA Stages Workshop Sessions To Link Campus With Community**

By Cohen N. Greene

Tuesday night A&T students received a conceptualization and a general idea of what SOBU, MXLU, and GAPP were all about. With GAPP in mind, Dowdy said:

the National Association of State Colleges, Dowdy said:

"I'll tell you why we are not satisfied with the funding so far. If you are driving behind a person, you simply cannot catch up with him to exceed the speed. So black colleges must have unequal funding if they are to catch up." Dowdy, who serves a chairman of the Council of Presidents, cited the "catchup funds" voted by the North Carolina General Assembly as an example of the kinds of extra funds needed to improve the black colleges. "These funds may not be enough," said Dowdy, "but they are a step in the right direction." Dowdy was one of 15 presidents of black colleges who recently met with President Nixon to ask for more federal funds for these institutions.

By George Johnson

**Afro-American Architecture Used In Shopping Center Design**

Dr. Jan A. Stulinsky, professor of architectural engineering, along with seven A.E. majors is designing a model shopping center for Greensboro. The emphasis will be placed on Afro-American styling. The project started in September 1970 and will continue throughout the present semester. Dr. Stulinsky stated that the students will receive a grade for working on the shell structure of the shopping center. Instead of having an array of stores, the shopping center will be made up of huts which will vary in size. The students also have to take into consideration the problems of city planning with reference to the pedestrian and the motorist.

Dr. Stulinsky said that L. C. Dowdy and Mayor Jack Elam have both expressed interest in the project. The Greensboro Chamber of Commerce granted 250 dollars to the project and Burlington Industries donated 100 dollars. Dr. Stulinsky stated that he was in touch with other industries and banks that will probably give additional funds and he expressed thanks to the organizations that have already made donations.

The name of the project is "Big Chief Smoke" due to its design, and it is an experimental approach to Afro-American architecture.
The Accounting Club Organized With New Functions-Goals

By John Caesar

Poor Mr. Professor... It's a shame the way you're treated, but the students have no time for you now. Oh sure man... I'm aware of what you go through, for I feel the same during the homecoming pep rally.

There was praise for everything students were working on except... the band, but who cares that much about the Marching Aggies... like man be realistic.

Everybody knows that the band marches anywhere between two to four hundred yards in the mud, rain, cold, night, heat, and whatever weather, and whenever needed; and still they get only two hours credit.

I understand that some of the members of this organization do not have a band because they don't have band as an official class in fear that they may lose a bad grade because maybe the director doesn't like them. Oh yeah, man, I know all about the corruption that led to a boycott of the school before opened this year.

But the way I see it, if they are members of a band and an association, student government or somebody like that isn't interested, why should I be? What do I know about the Music Department?

Attendance in the band is a minimum of 15 hours for grading purposes which is complete in opposition to the administration's ruling on non-majors. It is a bad grade, and I agree because maybe the director doesn't like them. Oh yeah, man, I know all about the corruption that led to a boycott of the school before opened this year.

Out of a 132 piece Marching Band, approximately 35 are music majors and approximately 20 of these are freshmen and my guess is 15 of these 20 will change their major by next year. This percentage is dreadfully poor out of 132 who practice as music majors; there is something the love for music, unless there is something wrong somewhere.

The A&T Symphony Band played last year at two elementary schools near Davie, Va. WSSU's Symphonic Band took a two-week tour for the Baltimore Colts this year, and the WSSU Stage Band at an album last year.

Look, Mr. Musician, if it's any veneration that you care for, President of the Student Government Barnabus arranged for WSSU to billow its music and attend the Pre-Dawn Dance free of charge.

It's just like this: if you want an award for Band or a deserving grade, you have got to learn to kick man. You can't be a real Aggie and stand on your feet if that's all there is to it.

Look, papal... do what everybody else does and says, change your major and say the hell with it, because like I said earlier, who cares that much... do you?

Accounting Club Organized

With New Functions-Goals

By Lowell Dawson

This institution is by all means one of those which created the spirit and love for the University, and the organization's colors are black and gold and the symbol is the "T".

The purpose of the organization is to provide A&T students a means of identifying with the Girl Scout movement and opportunities through fellowship and leadership for service within Girl Scouting and the university community.

The main goal of the organization is to make scouting relevant to Black girls in the black community. The organization has been able to accomplish its purpose and objectives.

Recent girls who have helped to sponsor the mother-daughter trip were M. Janeen Hardt, president; Patricia Nance-Brooks vice-president; and Patty Mild, group leader.

Recently the A&T Chapter of the Campus Gold Girl Scouts helped to sponsor a mother-daughter trip. The trip was guided by the Charleston Troop of the Charles H. Moore School.

Mrs. Inez Perry, a graduate of A&T, is the troop leader and has been involved with the troop for three years. Two members of the Campus Gold Girl Scouts, Pamela Calhoun and Tammi Bryant, and Mrs. Perry as assistant scout leaders.

The girls presented greetings, the pledge, songs, and a flute solo for the mothers present.

Dr. Gloria Scott, adviser to the Campus Gold Girl Scouts, was presented greetings and gifts by the mothers present.

The purpose of the organization is to provide A&T students with a means of identifying with the Girl Scout movement and opportunities through fellowship and leadership for service within Girl Scouting and the university community.

The main goal of the organization is to make scouting relevant to Black girls in the black community. The organization has been able to accomplish its purpose and objectives.
College Education Among Largest Investments Made

By Tramelia Bryant

"Except for the home mortgage, a college education is the largest investment most people ever make."

"College education in both public and private institutions is simply priced beyond the capacity of most to finance without some form of assistance."

The A&T Grounds
Scheduled For Improvements

The area in the vicinity of Senior Hall is scheduled to be improved in the very near future. This was learned by The A&T Register earlier this week as administrators responded to an editorial in the November 13 edition of the Register.

The editorial commented on the deplorable conditions of the grounds near Senior Hall and behind the Communications Building.

The university recently received notification from Raleigh that a request for over $60,000 had been approved for improvement of this area and other areas on the campus.

John Ziegler, university business manager, also disclosed the fact that work should begin in the next six weeks to place electrical wiring totally underground. This project is being funded at a cost of approximately $500,000 for each campus of the university (north and south).

If you are a senior...

As you contemplate one of the most important decisions of your life, you want to remember this. It is not just "a job" you are seeking—it should be the beginning of a career. And if it is to be successful, both you and your employer must need and want each other.

To help you with your decision, we invite you to consider the opportunities at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. Currently, our engineers and scientists are exploring the ever-expanding avenues of energy conversion for every possible environment—all opening up new avenues of exploration in every field of aerospace, marine and industrial power application. The technical staff working on these programs, backed by Management's determination to provide the best and most advanced facilities and scientific apparatus, has already given the Company a firm foothold in the current land, sea, air and space programs so vital to our country's future.

We select our engineers and scientists carefully, motivate them well. Give them the equipment and facilities only a leader can provide. Offer them company-paid, graduate-education opportunities. Encourage them to push into fields that have not been explored before.

Your degree can be a B.S., M.S., or Ph.D. in:
• MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
• AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING
• ENGINEERING SCIENCE
• ENGINEERING MECHANICS

If your degree is in another field, consult your college placement officer—or write Mr. Len Black, Engineering Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford, Connecticut 06108.
Thankful For What
By Lorna Jean Hines

What do we as Blacks have to be thankful for? Many of you are saying we don’t have anything. Brothers and sisters, you are so wrong. We have here, now and maybe even the future, to thank the one and only God of giving it to us. Call Him God, Allah, or Father, it’s all the same. He put us here and prepared us for this time and age.

We were made a unique people. Our very thoughts and ideas about life make us a people ready and able to lead this world and all those in it into a more prosperous and productive era. We are not only able to lead but to reveal society to release the oppressed children of God.

Our talents and love for beauty are all gifts from Him. The simple yet complex manner in which we express our inner-most feelings in word and song, the ability to find beauty and worth in even the lowest of His creations, and the grace and dignity which He embodied in each and every Black soul are all factors that we should be proud to possess.

Look at the word again: Thankful. Doesn’t it have more meaning to you as a Black man or woman than you once felt it had? I dare you to thank Him now because He made you Black.

Fashion World Of Today’s Man
Has Changed To Stay With Fads
By Jacqueline Corpening
Fashion Editor

Yes, the fashion world for young men has undoubtedly changed again to stay in line with the present fad. The peacock days are coming back. A man in the present fad. The peacock changed again to stay with fads. The peacock days are coming back. A man in the present fad. The peacock changed again to stay with fads. The peacock days are coming back. A man in the present fad. The peacock changed again to stay with fads. The peacock days are coming back. A man in the present fad. The peacock changed again to stay with fads. The peacock days are coming back. A man in the present fad. The peacock changed again to stay with fads. The peacock days are coming back. A man in the present fad. The peacock changed again to stay with fads. The peacock days are coming back. A man in the present fad. The peacock changed again to stay with fads. The peacock days are coming back. A man in the present fad. The peacock changed again to stay with fads. The peacock days are coming back. A man in the present fad. The peacock changed again to stay with fads. The peacock days are coming back. A man in the present fad. The peacock changed again to stay with fads. The peacock days are coming back. A man in the present fad. The peacock changed again to stay with fads. The peacock days are coming back. A man in the present fad. The peacock changed again to stay with fads. The peacock days are coming back. A man in the present fad. The peacock changed again to stay with fads. The peacock days are coming back. A man in the present fad. The peacock changed again to stay with fads. The peacock days are coming back. A man in the present fad. The peacock changed again to stay with fads. The peacock days are coming back. A man in the present fad. The peacock changed again to stay with fads. The peacock days are coming back. A man in the present fad. The peacock changed again to stay with fads. The peacock days are coming back. A man in the present fad. The peacock changed again to stay with fads. The peacock days are coming back. A man in the present fad. The peacock changed again to stay with fads. The peacock days are coming back. A man in the present fad. The peacock changed again to stay with fads. The peacock days are coming back. A man in the present fad. The peacock changed again to stay with fads. The peacock days are coming back. A man in the present fad. The peacock changed again to stay with fads. The peacock days are coming back. A man in the present fad.

WANT CONTRACEPTIVES PRIVATELY?

We believe you're entitled to your privacy when it comes to buying contraceptives. We are a nonprofit family planning agency and we offer you contraceptives through the privacy of the mails. We specialize in men's products (including two exclusive new European imports—but we have nonprescription foam for women, too. And a wise assortment of books and pamphlets to answer your questions on birth control, family planning, the population problem and ecology. Want details? Write today.

Stimulating Fashions
By Ruth James

The Women's Athletic Association (WAA) at A&T State University is sponsoring a Women's Sports Day on December 3rd through 5th.

The WAA is inviting schools participating in this event. With A&T participating, other schools included are Bennett College, Virginia State College, North Carolina Central, Livingston College, Hampton Institute, and South Carolina State.

The girls will arrive here on the evening of December 2nd with twelve girls representing each school. These girls will make up the four color teams—blue, green, yellow, and red. Sports competition will be in the areas of hockey, volleyball, and free floor exercise routines. Social activities will be held each night. Any students interested in joining the activities are invited to attend. Dates of these activities will be posted around campus.

The WAA officers for the year 1970-71 have not been elected, but are on the agenda for that week.

This program is under the supervision of Mrs. E.F. Compson, Physical Education instructor; Mrs. Nora Hughes, Senior Student Coordinator; and physical education majors, Jestina Boldie, Deborah Woesy and Sandra Bogie.

THANKSGIVING HOLIDAYS BEGIN AT 10:00 P.M. TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 24.

NEXTDOOR Progressive Fashions

Jumpsuits Bells Shirtsuits Flares Body shirts Leather Wear

2120 Walker Avenue Next To The Endzone

Gifts From Schiiffman's LEADING JEWELERS SINCE 1893

"Genuinely appropriate—Truly appreciated"

A Silver Bell. FOR YOUR CHRISTMAS TREE

A lovely Christmas memento, this charming silver plated bell makes a beautiful tree decoration. Have it engraved with the date (Christmas 1970) and make it a continuing family tradition, buying a new engraved bell every year.

made by REED & BARTON Extra Engraving

$4.95

Schiffman's LEADING JEWELERS SINCE 1893

225 SOUTH ELM STREET Greensboro

One hour free parking at our Davie Street entrance
Aggies Battle NCCU In Annual Game Tomorrow

By Paul Jones Sports Editor

When the Aggies of NCCU and Aggies of A&T battle each other tomorrow in the annual classic of the Carolinas, it will seem as if the Carolina杯s scores are at stake. But it will be far from that as both teams with only four wins each hope to end the season on a good note.

After a rather disappointing season for both teams, this annual rivalry will carry with it the prestige of conquering the other as the completion. With wins over Maryland, South Carolina, Virginia, and Norfolk, the Aggies will have a golden opportunity to get a North Carolina victory. A win over NCCU will A&T a 2-5 season.

From the opponents played, and the results, it would seem that A&T has the better team. The quality of a team is not always reflected in its record or scores though.

In losses to Florida A&M and Elizabeth City, the Aggies simply were not up for the games and paid the cost as a consequence. Against Morgan and Johnson C. Smith, A&T outplayed the teams but just came up short on points.

Against NCCU, A&T always has to be its best regardless of the record of each. Never in recent years of this rivalry has one team dominated the game. Last year, NCCU caught A&T's CIAA Championship contesting team till the team was to come from 28-6 to 28-28 tie.

Playing without several usual starters, A&T may share in Eagle problems in attempting to win. Harvey Clanton and Garvin Stone are players to watch for NCCU. Expected to add the winning touches for A&T will be James Lilly, Jerome Turner, and Willie Wright. A&T should win by 13 points.

Sport Of Wrestling Taking Shape At A&T and Several Other Schools

By Ruth James

Among the sports fields of basketball, swimming, baseball, football, and track, there is an additional sport that is shaping into formation here at A&T. This additional sport is wrestling. A meeting was held last Tuesday for interested students in joining the wrestling team.

A&T but seven other schools have organized wrestling teams which will be in a new conference sometime in the future. For the time being all these schools have wrestling teams in the CIAA until the new conference is started.

The wrestling team is under the direction of Dean Wylie I., Harris, Jr. and Melvin B. Pinkney, who will assist Harris in formulating the wrestling team. Pinkney is a graduate of Glassboro State College, Glassboro, N.J. and an instructor with the Physical Education Dept.

When the team gets underway, the opponents will be such schools as Guilford College, Elon College, Catawba College, Fayetteville State, Elizabeth City and practice meets with Duke University and Wake Forest.

"If one cares to go out for wrestling" Pinkney stated, "he must follow the rules and regulations of the Wrestling Association. One must make sacrifices of a few things such as hair, mustache, and beard only for health purposes and cleanliness." Harris states that, "one must get into coordination and doing exercises such as running, short sprints, lift weights to build up the arms and shoulders. Wrestling gives a person a chance to express himself."

A wrestling exhibition game will be held the week of December 1-4 at Moore Gym. All students are invited. Both Harris and Pinkney are hoping for a fine showing of interested students for the wrestling team and hopes it will become a wholesome experience.
Football Team Shows Trojans That Aggies Cannot Be Predicted

(Continued From Page 7)

game. Lafayette Merchant threw a 45 yard "Bomb" to choice split end, William Chambers. With a first down at the eight yardline Virginia was ready to break the scoring drought.

But the Aggie ball of Freddie Hunter, Kenneth Oo, Lester Moore, and Gery Stockland had different ideas and pulled off the defensive gems of the game. For four plays the defense held in Ralph Coleman and Ben Blacknall tackled FB Greg Brewer at the three yardline on fourth down.

With the ball situated precariously at the one Turmer ran the ball out of the hole on two plays. Playing safe, the Aggies punted and stopped any possible return.

Going into the final four minutes of the game, Merchant made his most dreadful mistake as co-captain Ben Blacknall intercepted his pass intended for James Dugger.

A return to the 34 yardline and the beginning of Virginia State's end was not far off.

Still scoreless after three periods, A&T continued to try different combinations. This time No. 28 James Lilly came into the game at HB and made the play that brought everyone to their feet. Behind the left side blocking of Mel Holmes and Ed Harris, Lilly sprinted 66 yards for the TD as Arthur Brown broke the play by smashing the guard in front of him. John Guy's PAT sailed through the upright and in front on him. John Guy's PAT was good and A&T led 14-0.

Trying to get back into the game, Virginia State went to the air. On the first play, cornerback Osceola Hicks intercepted the pass and it was all over. A&T had won another and done the impossible in making the best of a bad year.

Despite the rainy weather conditions that prevailed Saturday, Aggie fans were determined to see the defeat of the Virginia State Trojans. (Photo by Williams)

Why doesn't General Electric talk about thermal pollution when they talk about nuclear power plants?

General Electric pioneered the development of nuclear power plants in 1957. Right from the beginning, we felt that the greatest advantage of nuclear power was environmental. Unlike fossil-fueled power plants, nuclear plants don't burn anything to make electricity. And where there's no fire, there's no smoke.

But there's a possible disadvantage as well. It's related to environmental thermal effects. We recognize it.

One GE advertisement you may have seen recently pointed out that "all nuclear power plants discharge heat, as do fossil-fueled plants. America's utilities with many years of experience are working on thermal problems at nuclear sites on a plant-by-plant basis."

General Electric doesn't talk about thermal effects. Because they are important, but also because we feel the facts about them are perhaps too little known.

Few people realize, for example, that federal law requires utilities to operate their plants within strict temperature limits. Thirty states have even stricter laws. Utilities are spending millions of dollars on dilution flow systems, cooling ponds and cooling towers to comply. But, in addition, utilities are sponsoring basic research on the problem of heat exchange and its effect on aquatic life. More than 97 utilities have been financially involved in over 300 such studies. And each one adds a little to man's scientific understanding of the problem.

Some interesting things have already come of it. For one, it's been found that, in some cases, adding heat to water can actually be beneficial. Warm irrigation water has extended growing seasons. Warm water has created new wintering grounds for lobsters in Texas. It's increasing the weight of commercial catfish by as much as 50%.

Listing these benefits is not to beg the issue. Thermal effects remain a tough problem to solve at some sites. Each plant must be considered individually, in its own environment, and this is being done. General Electric, the electric utilities and environmentalists will continue to work. Work hard.

Because we think the advantages of nuclear power far outweigh the disadvantages.

Why are we running this ad?

We're running this ad, and others like it, to tell you the things General Electric is doing to solve the problems of man and his environment today.

The problems concern us because they concern you. You're a businessman and you are potential customers and employees.

But there's another, more important reason. These problems will affect the future of this country and this planet. We have a stake in that future. As businessmen. And, simply, as people.

We invite your comments.

Please write to General Electric, 570 Lexington Ave., New York, N.Y., 10022.